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author A altogether. A good example of this is Boea amplexicaulis C. B. C1. (see 
p.207). 

"I am aware that the use of square brackets in such citations as "[A ex] B" finds 
no sanction in the International Code of Nomenclature. Citation in this form is, how- 
ever, recommended when it is considered useful to refer to an author before the starting 
date of the nomenclature of the group concerned. Lupinus [Tournef.] L. is given as 
an example, which may alternatively be written Lupinus Tournef. ex L. The two cases 
are analogous. In a citation such as Didymocarpus oblongus [Wall. ex] D. Don and 
in Lupinus [Tournef.] L. the authors whose names appear in square brackets did not 
effect nomenclaturally valid publication of the names concerned. I, therefore, consider 
that citations in this form are quite justified." 

I must confess that I have not yet proposed an amendment to the Code to regularize 
this form of citation. If the practice spreads an amendment can eventually be put 
forward and will doubtless pass without controversy: if there are serious objections 
there is no harm in giving them time to come to light. The use of square brackets is, 
in my view, slightly preferable for monographic work to dropping the first (MSS) 
author altogether. The shorter version, however, should certainly be used when the full 
reference is not required. Indeed I am inclined to think that the taxonomic mood ten 
years hence may well sweep away the use of 'ex. 

ILLEGITIMATE TRIBES AND LEGITIMATE SECTIONS 

B. L. Burtt (Edinburgh) 

The International Code (Art. 63: 1961) lays down that the name of a taxon is 

illegitimate if it includes the type of a validly named taxon of the same rank. The 

working of this rule at the level of the genus and below has now become tolerably clear, 
especially with the addition made at Montreal (Art. 63, note) which recognizes that 
the illegitimate use of a new combination does not render the combination itself 

illegitimate. 
Above the generic level - I merely take the tribal level as the case in point - the 

Code gives no guidance. 
The particular example I have in mind concerns tribal names in Scrophulariaceae. 

Rouy (1909) published a conspectus of the family and two of his tribal names are 

illegitimate under Art. 63. Dodartieae Rouy included (in subtribe Dopatrieae) the 

genus Gratiola L., already the name-giving genus of the tribe Gratioleae Benth. (1835). 
Similarly Rehmannieae Rouy included Digitalis L. and should have been called Digi- 
taleae Benth. (1835). 

Clearly illegitimate tribal names cannot be rejected for all time. If a taxonomist 
needs a monogeneric tribe for Rehmannia in his classification, he must (Art. 19) call 
it Rehmannieae. One point at issue is whether Rehmannieae, when legitimately used, 
should be attributed to (and therefore hold priority from) Rouy, or whether it should 
be re-established by the author using it correctly. The first procedure would put it 
on the same basis as a new combination illegitimately used: it would be 'incorrect' 
until the classification was so revised that its circumscription did not include an earlier 
valid tribal name. It seems of little moment which course is followed, provided that 

everyone does the same thing. 
One further point deserves mention and leads on to rather wider issues. Tribal 

names, like all others, are validated by descriptions. A reclassification may make these 
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descriptions wholly inappropriate. For instance Rouy's diagnosis of Rehmannieae 
(based on the genera Camptoloma, Rehmannia, Digitalis, Erinus, Campylanthus, Oreo- 
solen, Lajuentea and Ourisia) bears little relation to what would be needed to diagnose 
the anomalous genus Rehmannia as a separate tribe (unilocular ovary and characteristic 
anatomy - cf. Solereder, 1909). This, of course, happens already when genera are 
re-modelled, but nevertheless many would consider it an argument against the acceptance 
of Rehmannieae Rouy as a good tribal name. Illegitimate usage and inappropriate 
description are two features that combine to give a formidable condemnation. 

The tribal problem can be settled fairly easily one way or the other. But a very 
similar state of affairs within the genus, at the sectional level, is more serious as a brake 
on taxonomic progress. 

I am studying the genus Cyrtandra (Gesneriaceae) for which the standard, and only 
world-wide, treatment is by C. B. Clarke (1883). Clarke divided the 162 species he 
recognized into 13 sections. He was hopelessly handicapped by not knowing the full 
characters of most of the species and was forced to rely very largely on vegetative 
features. Since then Hillebrand (1888) has made 5 new sections for the Hawaiian 
species and Schlechter (1923) has independently made 16 sections for 87 species in 
New Guinea: there are others. The future monographer has a huge task in working 
out a satisfactory botanical classification of this genus which now has some 500 species, 
Having completed this task he will, if he conscientiously follows the Code, need to 
work through all the sectional names of Clarke, Schlechter and others, select lectotypes 
for each, see where these species come in his new classification and adopt for each of 
his sections the oldest sectional name whose type is included. To this he then attaches 
his new sectional description - which will (certainly in this case) bear no relation 
to the original description validating the sectional name. He will end up with a set 
of sectional names of mixed adjectival and substantival form, many of them utterly 
inappropriate, few if any still matching up with their original definitions. His work 
will have taken far longer than necessary and his taxonomic nerves will be frayed to 
tatters, both by the futile work and by the comments of his non-taxonomic botanical 
friends who will say 'cui bono?' and tell him to give his own names where the old 
ones do not fit obviously and easily - and get on with the next botanical job. 

The nomenclatural section at the next Congress might do well to ask itself very 
seriously whether there are points in the application of the Code at which the price of 
uniformity is too high. The cost of a piece of botanical classification is in time. 
Taxonomists are no richer than other men and their life-income of working time has 
a low upper limit. 
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